SHELL-SUPPORTER
NO.6635
Prevents the bass drum shell from oval shaping by tom toms weight and keeps it in entire circle.
Stops the vibration-slip down of the tone control pillow or blanket.
Use for 18” to 26” bass drums.

NEW PRODUCTS
by TAMA

COW BELLS
NO.6304  4” Black cow bell
NO.6305  5” Black cow bell
NO.6306  6” Black cow bell
NO.6309  8” Black cow bell
Black beauty
Fully rich, bright tone
Maximum volume

NO.6310  Cow bell holder
          Complete with "U" clamp

TRIPLE TOM TOM HOLDER
NO.6682-3T
Triple tom tom holder, complete with shell mount castings & shell mount brackets

NO.67-L
Triple tom tom brace, complete with 6-multi-clamp, 7-ratchet arm and "L"-rod
Heavy duty brace supports and holds extra tom tom.

NO.6686
Shell mount bracket.